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Foreword 
This paper is one of the series of 11 Working Papers presenting the software for interactive 
decision support and software tools for developing decision support systems. These products 
constitute the outcome of the contracted study agreement between the System and Decision 
Sciences Program a t  IIASA and several Polish scientific institutions. The theoretical part 
of these results is presented in the IIASA Working Paper WP-88-071 entitled Theory, Soft-  
ware and Testing Ezamples in  Decision Support Sys tems which contains the theoretical and 
methodological bacgrounds of the software systems developed within the project. 
This paper presents the PLP package for parametric linear programming. This package 
constitutes the extension to MINOS, the well known linear and nonlinear programming code 
developed at Stanford University, and uses the MINOS as the solver of optimization problems. 
The PLP gives a complete parametric programming analysis for one, or more, of the following 
vectors: cost, rhs and bounds. In the same run several problems of this kind can be solved 
and for each, the starting point may be the original optimal solution obtained in the last 
problem. This property makes the PLP especially interesting for multiple criteria analysis 
using the reference point approach. 
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INTRODUCTION 
PLP is a software package for parametric linear programming. It is an extension of 
MINOS, the ~$11-known linear and nonlinear programming code developed by Saunders 
and Murtagh . PLP is initiated by adding some specifications to the original list of 
MINOS specifications. 
The package PLP uses MINOS as the solver of optimization problems. It includes 
sections which create an iterative framework for parametric programming and perform 
ranging and housekeeping procedures. 
The formulation of the linear problem analyzed by PLP is similar as for MINOS. 
Optionally, PLP gives a complete parametric programming analysis for one, or 
more, of the following vectors: cost, rhs and bounds. Of course such analysis can also be 
performed for single elements of these vectors. In the same run, several problems of this 
kind can be solved and for each, the starting point may be the original optimal solution or 
the final solution obtained in the last problem. 
The last current complete solution in MINOS format is printed or stored with fre- 
quency specified by the user. Additionally, the user specifies the frequency of printing of a 
short message about current changes of optimal basis. 
B.A. Murtagh and M.A. Saunders. MINOS - A Large-Scale Linear and Nonlinear Programming 
System. User's Guide. Technical Report Sol 77-9, Systems Optimization Laboratory, Stanford 
University California, 1977. 
A. THEORETICAL GUIDE 
1. GENERAL INFORMATION. 
As options of PLP can be expressed in terms of the internal formulation of the linear 
problem used by MINOS we shall begin with recalling this concept. 
The external formulation (supplied by the user) of the linear problem to be solved 
by MINOS is: Minimize (or maximize) a linear cost function 
subject to  m row constraints: 
and n constraints on separate variables: 
Here z is an n-dimensional column vector of decision variables, a. is an n-dimensional 
row vector of cost coefficients (also called the objective row), the ai, i = 1, ..., m, are n- 
dimensional row vectors, the lower bounds di, i = 1, ..., m+n, are real numbers or -oo, 
and the upper bounds g,, i = 1, ..., m+n, are real numbers or +oo. Of course, if the 
bounds take the values +oo or -oo the corresponding relation (2) or (3) must be replaced 
by a strict inequality. If di = gi, then the variable zi is said to  be fized. If di = -oo and 
g; = +oo the variable zi is said to  be free. Analogous terms are used to  describe the rows 
aiz. 
It should be recalled that in MINOS the two-sided inequality constraints (2) are not 
stated explicitly, but rather specified using ranges. More precisely, a one-sided inequality 
is introduced in the form aiz 5 gi (type L) or aiz 2 di (type G), together with a real 
number ti called the range. In the first case, the difference between the right-hand side gi 
and this number yields the lower bound (di = gi - ti); in the second case the sum of the 
right-hand side di and the real number ti gives the upper bound (gi = d, + ti). 
The linear programming problem is transformed by MINOS into the following inter- 
nal form: Minimize (or maximize) the variable 
subject to  equality constraints: 
and inequality constraints: 
Here is an (m+l)  x (n+m+2)-matrix: 
where I denotes the (m+l)  x (m+l)  identity matrix and 
; ,=a i  i < o b j ,  i o b j = a o ,  i , = a ~ i - ~  i > o b j  , 
- - 6. = bi i < obj , bobj = 0 , bi = bi-l i > obj , 
where 
if d i=  -w and gi=+w 
if di is finite and g, = +w . 
if gi is finite 
The first n components of the extended vector of decision variables ZE R " + ~ + ~  form a 
subvector identical to z; these components are described as structural. Element z',+l is 
called the right-hand-side component; it is fixed at -1. The remaining components of Z 
are called slack or logical components. The objective variable Zn+l+obj is free. The vector 
of lower bounds rand the vector of upper bounds u' are defined as follows: 
Now let i = n + l +  j ,  j = 1 ,..., m. Then 
- - 
l i =  h i ,  q =  ki for j <ob j  and l i =  hi-l ,  q =  ki-l for j > ob j ,  (lo) 
where 
hi = ki = 0 if the j-th row constraint is fixed (i.e., of type E) (11) 
hi = 0, ki = +w if d, = -w and g, is finite (one-sided constraint of type L)  
hi = -00, ki = 0 if d, is finite and g, = +w (one-sided constraint of type G) 
hi = 0, ki = g, - d, if dj and g, are finite 
hi = -00, ki = +w if the j-th row constraint is free. 
2. MATHEMATICAL THEORY 
This section presents elements of ranging theory for the linear programming problem 
(4)-(6). Some nonconventional notation will be used in order to avoid discussion of many 
particular cases. The sign 5 will denote "less than or equal to" if the expressions on its 
both sides are finite and "less than" otherwise. Similarly, 2 will denote "greater than or 
equal to" or "greater than". The notation [tl,t2] will be used for the closure of the open 
interval (tl,t2); that is, tl and/or t2 do not belong to the interval if they are not finite. 
For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that obj = m + 1, i.e., the objective row is the 
last row in matrix A .  As the value of variable z',+l is fixed at -1 we may remove it from 
the problem formulation, defining a new column vector of decision variables y E Rn+m, 
where yi = i = n+l ,  ..., n+m. We also define an m z (n + m)-matrix 
- - 
column vectors b E Rm (see (8)), 1,u E R " + ~ ,  where li = 4, ui = ui r = 1, ..., n and 
1. I = h. ui = ki+l i = n+l ,  ..., n+m; and a row vector C E  Rn+,, where ci = ah 
i = 1 ,..., n and c' = 0 i = n+l ,  ..., n+m. 
The linear programming problem now takes the form: Minimize (or maximize) the 
linear cost function 
F(Y) = cY (12) 
subject to: 
We denote the optimal solution of this problem by t and decompose it in the obvi- 
ous way into the following subvectors: 
zg - basic vector, 
zl - vector of nonfixed, nonbasic variables which are at their lower bounds, 
z, - vector of nonfixed, nonbasic variables which are at their upper bounds, 
z, - vector of fixed variables (i.e., variables for which u, = I;). 
Let I, be the set of indices of all nonbasic variables at their upper bounds and let Il be the 
set of indices of all nonbasic variables at their lower bounds. Fixed variables are not 
included in I, or I/. We shall let IB denote the set of indices of all basic variables. This 
decomposition is also applied to the other vectors, yielding, for example, CB, cl, c,; lB, 11, 
I,; ug, ul, u,. It is clear that zl = I,, z, = u,, z, = u,. Thus the constraint matrix is 
decomposed into the basic matrix B and matrices L, U, S such that 
Btg + Lzl + Uz, + St, = b 
Hence we have 
tg = B - ~  6 - B - ~ ( L Z ~  + ut, + st,) 
for the basic vector and 
for the optimal cost. 
Here and elsewhere we shall denote the i-th row of a matrix H by H, and the j-th 
column by ~ j .  Define 
D = B-' . (17) 
2.1. Parametric analysis of cost. 
In every iteration of PLP COST the ranging problem has to  be solved in the first 
place. Let Ac be a given nonzero row vector in R,+,, where Ac' = 0 for 
i = n+l ,  ..., n+m and for fixed variables. We consider programming problems (12)-(13) 
with the cost vector c replaced by ~ ( t ) ,  where 
and t is a real number, t E R'. We wish to determine the largest range [0,t,J in which 
the coefficient t may vary without affecting the optimal solution, i.e., the range of t 
values for which the optimal solution is equal to z. 
It is clear from (16) that the optimal solution remains unchanged and equal to z for 
all values of t such that 
c( q( t )  - ~ ~ ( t )  DL) 5 0 (I91 
and 
C( F,,(t) - ~ ~ ( t )  DU) 2 0 , 
where 
+ 1  in the case of maximization 
- 1  in the case of minimization ' 
Hence 
t€(Acl  - AcB DL) 5 e(cBDL - c l )  
We shall use the following notation: 
T,  = - C J  + C ~ D A ~ ,  AT,  = - A C J  + A C ~ D A ~ ,  j~ I,UI/ . ( 2 2 )  
In the case of maximization we then have 
t,, = min {- T , / A  Ti)  , 
where the minimum is taken over all values of j from Il such that AT,  < 0 and all values 
of j from I, such that A T ,  > 0. 
In the case of minimization t,, is determined from ( 2 3 )  but with the minimum 
taken over all values of j from I, such that AT, > 0 and all values of j from I, such that 
A T ,  < 0. 
In all cases, if the set of indices over which the maximum (or minimum) is taken is 
empty, then t,, = +w. 
If t,, is finite, two situations are possible: either the optimal solution vanishes for 
all t > t,, or a new optimal solution exists for some t > t,,. This change of the 
optimal solution is determined by MINOS in the following way. 
A shifted value of the cost vector is determined 
c(t')  = c + ( t , ,  + A')Ac (24) 
A' is an appropriately chosen increment (see below). For this cost vector, MINOS finds 
the corresponding optimal solution. Next, the value of the cost vector and optimal cost at 
t = t,, are calculated 
~ ( t , , )  = F(t')-A'Ac ( z 5 )  
F(tm,) = ~ ( t m , ) z  (26) 
where z is the right-hand limit of the optimal solution for t = t,, and A' is computed 
from: 
A' = DELTA * z ( z7 )  
where DELTA is given by the user in the keyword PLP INCREMENT and z is the 
greatest real for which the following inequality is satisfied 
where 
I TOLD * 1 1  ( F B ~ , ,  + ~ ~ ~ 2 ) l I - l  ( 1  , I (  ( FBtm, + AFBz)B- 1 )  > 1 f ( ~ )  = TOLD , otherwise (29) 
This inequality is solved for all values of the subscript i which belong to  the set I= (see 
section 3.1 point 3), yielding a sequence {zi). The maximum value of elements zi is used 
in formula (27). 
2.2. Parame t r i c  analysis of rhs. 
In every iteration of PLP RHS the ranging problem has to be solved in the first 
place. Let Ab be a given nonzero column vector in Rm. We consider the family of linear 
programming problems (12)-(14) with the rhs vector b replaced by F(t), where 
q t )  = b + tAb (30) 
and t E R I. We wish to  determine the largest range [O,t,J in which the coefficient t may 
vary without affecting the optimal basis, i.e., the range of t values for which the optimal 
basis is equal to B. 
Letting ~ ~ ( t )  denote the vector of basic variables in the optimal solution correspond- 
ing to  the rhs vector c(t), we have 
It is clear that the nonbasic variables do not change for values of t E [O,t,J. The range 
[O,t,,] is determined by the feasibility constraint on the basic variables: 
Define 
We then have 
t, = min {tl,t2) 
If DiAb 5 0 for all i,  i = 1, ..., m, then we set tl = +w . Similarly, if DiAb 2 0 for all i,  
i = 1 ,..., m, then we set t2 = -w . 
If t, is finite, two situations are possible: either the optimal solution vanishes for 
t > tmax or a new optimal solution exists for some t > t,. This change of optimal solu- 
tion is determined by MINOS in the following way. 
A shifted rhs vector is determined 
q t ' )  = b + (t,, + A')Ab (35) 
A' is an appropriately chosen increment (see below). For this rhs vector, MINOS finds the 
corresponding optimal solution. Next, the value of the rhs vector, the basic vector and the 
optimal cost a t  t = t, are calculated 
F(t,,) = q t ' )  - A'Ab (36) 
ZB = ~-lF(t,,) - B - ~ ( L Z ~  + UZ, + SZ,) (37) 
F(Z) = C ~ B - ~  F(t,,) + ( t l  - C ~ B - ~ L ) Z ~  + (c, - C ~ B - ~ U ) Z ,  (38) 
+ (c, - cB B-'s)z, 
where; zl,  z,, z, and zB are the decomposition of the right hand side limit of the optimal 
solution for t = t,,. The matrices B ,  L ,  U ,  S are the decomposition of constraint matrix 
A valid for the optimal solution for t = t,,. 
A' is computed from 
A' = DELTA * z (39) 
where DELTA is given by the user in the keyword PLP INCREMENT and z is the 
greatest real for which the following inequality is satisfied 
z I DjmaxA b 1 5 TOLX (40)  
where j,, is the subscript for which t , ,  is calculated in formula (34 ) .  
2.3. Ranging of bounds. 
In every iteration of PLP BOUND the ranging problem has t o  be solved in the first 
place. Let col (A1 ,Au)  be a given column vector in  and be such that  
Ali=Aui=O if yi is a fixed variable. We consider the family of linear programming prob- 
lems (A .1 )  - (A.3)  with the vectors of lower and upper bounds 1 and u replaced by 
q t )  and fi(t), respectively, where 
and t E R ~ .  We wish t o  determine two ranges, [O,t,,J and [O,trnab]. The first of these 
intervals is the largest range in which the coefficient t may vary without affecting the 
optimal solution (i.e., the range of t values for which the optimal solution remains equal 
t o  z ) ;  the second is the largest range in which t may vary without affecting the optimal 
basis (i.e., the range of t values for which the optimal basis remains equal to  B ) .  
The boundary t,,, is easily determined from the following conditions: for every 
t E [O,tmaxaI 
t ~ l i = ~  if i E 11 (42)  
The first two conditions imply that  t,,, = 0 if Ali 0 for some i E Il and/or Aui 0 for 
some i E I,. 
Let .T(t)=z+tAz denote the optimal solution corresponding t o  the vector of bounds 
col ( q t ) , i i ( t ) ) .  Then 
The values of tmmb may be calculated using the feasibility conditions 
t ( A I B + D L A l l + D U A ~ U ) < ~ B - / B  
t(AuB+DLAL1+ DUAu,)>zB- UB 
Define 
I ZB,-~B, t2 = . min : denominator < 0 ,=I, ..., m AuB,+ Dj(LALl+ UAu,) I 
zB,-l~, 
: denominator > 0 
AIB,+Dj(LALl+ ~ A u , )  
Finally, 
If the set of indices j over which a minimum is taken is empty, we substitute +m for 
tl , tZ , or t3 in (46). For instance, if A/,-Au,<O for all jEB, we take t l=+m, and so 
on. 
If t, is finite, two situations are possible: either the optimal solution vanishes for 
t > t, or a new optimal solution exists for some t > t,. This change of optimal 
solution is determined by MINOS in the following way. 
The shifted vectors of lower and upper bounds are determined 
Qt') = 1 + (tmab + A')Al 
ii(t') = u + (tsubmaxb + A')Au 
where A' is an appropriately chosen increment (see below). For these bound vectors, 
MINOS finds the corresponding optimal solution. Next, the values of the bound vectors, 
the basic vector and the optimal cost a t  t = tmaxb are calculated 
Qt,,) = qt ' )  - A'AL (49) 
fi(trnab) = ~ ( t ' )  - A'Au 
zB = ~ - l b  - B-~(LZ~(~,,,) + uz,(t,,,) + SZ,) (50) 
F(z)  = C B B - ' ~  + (cl - C~B-~L)Z~(~, , , )  + (c, - C B B - ~  u)z,(t,,,) (51) 
+ (c, - cBB-'S)z, 
where zl, z,, z, and ZB are the decomposition of the right-hand side limit of the optimal 
solution for t = tmab. The matrices B ,  L, U, S are the decomposition of the constraint 
matrix A valid for the optimal solution t = t,, and A' is computed from: 
A' = DELTA * z (52) 
where DELTA is given by the user in the keyword PLP INCREMENT and 
TOLX 
z=- 
~n 
f is the denominator of that  fraction in the two last definitions (46) which is equal to  
3. THE METHODS. 
3.1. The method of PLP COST. 
The algorithm of PLP COST is as follows: 
1. S e t i : = O  , t , : = O .  
2. MINOS finds the optimal solution for t, with the basic matrix B and the basic vector 
=B. 
3. The boundary value of the parameter ti+, is calculated, such that for all 
ao(t), t E [t;, ti+,) the optimal solution is constant. The set I, of nonbasic vari- 
ables is determined, containing all nonbasic variables for which reduced costs: 
where ak is the k-th column of the constant matrix (see (7)), reach zero for some 
t in the interval [ti, ti + lo-'). These variables are nonbasic in the decomposition 
valid for t = ti. 
4. Next, the value t' of the parameter is determined: 
t' = ti+, + A', A' = DELTA *A, DELTA > 1 
where A is the greatest increment of the parameter such that for t = ti+, + A the 
nonbasic variable whose reduced cost reaches zero at  ti+, is still recognized by 
MINOS as optimal. 
5. New cost vector is computed: 
ao(t') = ao(t,) + (t '  - t,)Aao (56) 
6. MINOS finds the new optimal solution for the new cost vector ao(t'). 
7. Set t, : = ti+, and shift the cost vector back to ti 
8. Set i := i+l and go to 3. 
3.2. The method of PLP RHS. 
The algorithm of PLP RHS is as follows: 
1. Set i := 0 and t; := 0. 
2. MINOS finds the optimal solution for t, with the basic matrix B and basic vector zg. 
At the same time it finds the optimal decomposition into basic and nonbasic vari- 
ables. 
3. The boundary value of the parameter ti+, is calculated (see section 2.2), such that 
for all g(t), t E [ti, ti+,) the optimal basis (basic matrix) is constant and equal to B. 
The set I of the basic variables is determined containing all basic variables which C 
reach their bounds for some value of t in the interval [ti+,, ti+, + lo-']. These vari- 
ables are basic in the decomposition valid for t = ti. 
4. Next, the value t' of the parameter is determined 
t' = ti+, + A' , A' = DELTA *A, DELTA > 1 
where A is the greatest increment of the parameter such that for t = ti+, + A the 
basic variable which reaches its bound at ti+, is still recognized by MINOS as feasi- 
ble. 
New rhs vector is computed 
and the corresponding starting basic solution 
~ ~ ( t ' )  = zB(t,) + ( te  - t , ) ~ - l ~ i  
MINOS finds the optimal solution for the new rhs vector C(t'), starting from the 
shifted basic solution (60) which is infeasible. The new optimal basis is denoted by B 
and the new basic vector by zB(t') 
Set ti:= ti+l and shift the solution back to ti, 
zB(ti) = zB(t') - (t' - t i ) ~ - l ~ i  (61) 
also 
Qtil = b(t') - (t' - ti)AC 
Set i := i + 1 and go to (3). 
The method of PLP BOUND 
The algorithm of PLP BOUND is as follows: 
Set i := 0 and t, := 0 
MINOS finds the optimal solution for ti with the basic matrix B and the basic vector 
ZB. At the same time it finds the optimal decomposition into the basic and nonbasic 
variables. 
The boundary value of the parameter ti+l is calculated (see section 2.3), such that 
for all i(t) and O(t), t E [ti, tit') the optimal basis (basic matrix) is constant and 
equal to B. The set I= of basic variables is determined, containing all basic vari- 
ables which reach their bounds for some value of t in the interval [ti+l, t,+, + lo-']. 
These variables are basic in the decomposition valid for t = ti. 
Next, the value t' of the parameter is determined 
t' = ti+, + A' , A' = DELTA *A, DELTA > 1 @3) 
where A is the greatest increment of the parameter such that for t = ti+l + A the 
basic variable which reaches its bound at ti+l is still recognized by MINOS as feasi- 
ble. 
New bound vectors are computed: 
i-(t') = fiti) + ( t#  - ti)Ar 
G(t') = G(ti) + (t' - ti)AC 
and the corresponding starting basic solution: 
MINOS finds the optimal solution for the new bound vectors, starting from the 
shifted basic vector (65) (which is infeasible). The optimal basis is denoted by B and 
the basic vector by zB(t'). 
Set ti:= ti+l and shift the solution back to ti 
8. Set i := i+l and go to  3. 
B. U S E R  M A N U A L  
1. B R I E F  C H A R A C T E R I Z A T I O N  O F  B A S I C  F U N C T I O N S  O F  P L P .  
1.1. Parame t r i c  analysis of cost ( P L P  COST).  
1 2  The cost vector a0 = Po ,a0 ,. . . ,aon) (see (1)) is changed along a direction given by 
the user, Aao = (AaO1,Aa0 , . . . ,Aaon) according to the formula: 
where ao(0) is the starting value of cost. If the structural variable, say q, is fixed then 
AaOi is automatically set to  zero, regardless of the value given in the data. 
PLP determines a sequence of values of the parameter denoted by to, tl, .  . ., tk, such 
that 0 = to < tl < t2 < - - - < tk and in each of the intervals [ti, ti+l) , i  = 0,. . ., k- 1 the 
optimal solution is constant and in each case the optimal basis is different. The integer k : 
(1) may be defined by the user as the maximum number of iterations, (2) may be deter- 
mined by the condition that the optimal solution is constant for every t > tk and different 
from that in [ tk-l, tk), (3) may be determined by the condition that there are no optimal 
solutions for every t > tk. 
1.2. Parame t r i c  analysis of r h s  ( P L P  RHS) .  
The right-hand side C = col (6; ,  . . . ,gm+l) 6 = col (4,. . .,Cmtl) (see (7) and (8)) is 
changed along a direction given by the user, Ab" = col(Abl, .. .lAbm+l), according to  the 
formula: 
where b"(0) is the starting value of rhs. The component of A C  which corresponds to  the 
objective row is automatically set to  zero, A h y  = 0. 
PLP determines a sequence of values of the parameter denoted by to, tl,. . ., tk such 
that 0 = to < tl < t2 < - - < tk and in each of the intervals [ti, ti+,)$ = 0,. . ., k-1 the 
optimal basis is constant and in each case different. The integer k : (1.) may be defined by 
the user as the maximum number of iterations, (2) may be determined by the condition 
that the optimal basis is constant for every t > tk and different from that in [tk-l, tk), (3) 
may be determined by the condition that there are no feasible solutions for every t > tk. 
1.3. Parame t r i c  analysis of bounds  ( P L P  BOUND).  
The vector of bounds col(c G) E R ~ ( ~ + ~ + ~ )  (see (9)) is changed along a direction 
given by the user, col(Ac AC), according to the formula: 
col(f(t), G(t)) = col(1(0), G(0)) + t col(Ac AG) , t > 0 (69) 
where col(q0), G(t)) is the starting value of bounds. The bound increments A& AG, 
which correspond to  fixed variables are automatically set to zero regardless of the vhues 
given in the data. 
If there is no lower and/or upper bound for the i-th variable Zi (see (6)) the 
corresponding increment A& and/or A q ,  respectively, is also automatically set to  zero. 
PLP determines a sequence of values of the parameter denoted by to, tl,.. ., tk such 
that 0 = to < tl < t2 <-  . <tk and in each of the intervals [ti, ti+l), i = 0,. . . ,k-1 the 
optimal basis is constant and in each case different. The integer k : (1) may be defined by 
the user as the maximum number of iterations, (2) may be determined by the condition 
that the optimal basis is constant for every t > tk and different from that in [tk-l, tk), (3) 
may be determined by the condition that there are no feasible solutions for every t > tk. 
Each interval [ti, ti+l] is optionally divided into two subintervals [ti, tia], [tia, ti+l]. 
The interval [ti,tia] is the maximum interval where the optimal solution remains constant 
and not only the optimal basis. It often happens that ti = tia. 
1.4. Dependent and independent work. 
All three kinds of analysis can be performed in one run. The starting point for the 
next kind of analysis may be either the original starting optimal solution (The Indepen- 
dent Work) or the last optimal solution obtained in the preceding analysis (The Depen- 
dent Work). The continuation is impossible if the optimal solution vanishes. 
1.5. Controlling output. 
In each of the three kinds of analysis the following information is available. The user 
has to  specify the frequency of printing the complete current optimal solution in MINOS 
format. This means that the complete printout is given for the values of parameters t 
equal to to+, tp+, t2p+,.. ., and t(k-l)+ or tk+ depending on whether the optimal solution 
exists for t > tk. The notation ti+ means that we take the right-hand limit of the optimal 
solution at ti. The user specifies frequency of printing the so called PLP ITERATION 
LOG. This is a short message containing most important information about current 
change of optimal solution (value of the parameter t, change of optimal basis, current 
value of objective function). 
1.6. Tolerances. 
The performance of PLP is strongly affected by the choice of tolerances. Especially 
important are two tolerances determined in MINOS : the tolerance of optimality (TOLD) 
and the tolerance of feasibility (TOLX). In the proper procedures of the PLP the follow- 
ing general rule is adopted. All quantities greater than or equal to  l.E+15 are taken as 
equal to infinity and all quantities whose absolute value is less than 1.E-9 are regarded as 
equal to zero. 
2. INPUT 
The input contains all necessary elements for MINOS with the conditions given 
below. 
2.1. New key-words in the SPECS file 
Kev Default Meaninn 
PLP COST off This keyword activates the parametric analysis of 
ANALYSIS n cost. The integer n is the number of iterations to be 
performed. If no value or a zero value of n is given, 
all iterations will be performed (until the optimal 
solution becomes constant or the optimal solution 
vanishes). 
PLP RHS off This keyword activates the parametric analysis of 
ANALYSIS n rhs. The integer n is the number of iterations to be 
performed. If no value or a zero value of n is given, 
all iterations will be performed (until the optimal 
basis becomes constant or the optimal solution van- 
ishes). 
P L P  B O U N D  off This keyword activates the parametric analysis of 
ANALYSIS n bounds. The absolute value of integer n is the 
number of iterations to be performed. If n is less 
than zero an additional output is printed in each 
iteration which gives the values of tf - ti and 
ti+l - ti and the corresponding boundary values of 
bounds. 
P L P  ORDER off This keyword activates the dependent work of PLP. 
If it does not occur, PLP performs each of the 
required kinds of analysis only once (keywords PLP 
COST ..., PLP RHS ..., PLP BOUND...). In each of 
these, the starting point is the original optimal solu- 
tion. If PLP ORDER appears in the SPECS FILE, 
it must precede the aequence of keywords PLP 
COST ..., PLP RHS ..., PLP BOUND ..., which define 
the kinds of analysis to be performed in the same 
order. For each kind of analysis, the starting point 
is the last optimal solution obtained in the last 
analysis. If the optimal solution vanishes, the run 
stops. Each kind of analysis can be performed up to 
five times, in an arbitrary order (determined by the 
sequence of keywords PLP COST ..., PLP RHS ..., 
PLP BOUND...). In each repetition of the same 
kind of analysis, the search direction and the max- 
imum number of iterations must be the same. The 
value of n given in the last keyword referring to a 
particular kind of analysis is valid for all its repeti- 
tions. 
P L P  SOLN n n = l  This keyword specifies the frequency of printing the 
current complete solution in the MINOS format. 
Full solution is printed after every n iterations. If 
this keyword is omitted or n = 0, the effect is the 
same as for n = 1. 
P L P  n = l  This command activates the frequency of printing 
FREQUENCY n the short message called PLP ITERATION LOG 
(see section 3 of USER MANUAL). A PLP ITERA- 
TION LOG is printed after every n iterations. If this 
keyword is omitted or n = 0, the effect is the same 
as for n = 1. 
P L P  SOLU- off If this (optional) keyword is used with n 2 0 com- 
TION n plete outputs of optimal solution will be stored in 
file n with the frequency given in PLP SOLN m. If 
n=O or this keyword does not occur, the complete 
outputs are stored in the printer file. 
P L P  FILE n n = 5  The absolute value of n is the logical number of the 
data file for parametric programming. This file is 
read after processing other MINOS files has been 
completed. The parameter n also controls the out- 
put of the search directions. If n is less than zero, 
the search direction of each PLP analysis is printed. 
These directions are not printed for any other entry. 
P R I N T  DATA off If this keyword is used, the whole DATA PLP FILE 
PLP FILE will be printed in the output. Otherwise, only the 
records with comments and the records NAME, 
SET and ENDATA are ~r in ted .  
P L P  d = 1.1 This keyword specifies the value of factor A (see 
INCREMENT d sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 of THEORETICAL 
GUIDE). (4.2)) (4.3)). 
2.2. DATA P L P  file - input format. 
The data for the PLP procedures are prepared in an MPS-like format and placed in 
the file specified by the key-word DATA PLP FILE n. The data sets for different PLP 
procedures may be given in any order. The beginning of the data set for each procedure is 
identified by the line NAME and its end by the line ENDATA. If it occurs, the line 'SET' 
must be given immediately after the line NAME in each data set; this line defines the 
default values of all the variables which are not explicitly defined. Every data set is 
identified by the name given in the line NAME. 
The records in the DATA RANGING FILE should have the following (basic) form, 
which is analogous to MPS format: 
Columns: 1-4, 5-12, 15-22, 25-36, 40-47, 50-61 
Fields: f l ,  f2, f3 , f4, f5 , f6 
Below we give a detailed description of the data set for each parametric programming 
procedure. 
Parametric analysis of cost (PLP COST) 
1. NAME PLPC 
'SET' Comments Value 
Col. name Value Col. name Value 
4. ENDATA 
Parametric analysis of rhs (PLP RHS) 
PLPR 
'SET' Comments Value 
3. 
ENDATA 
Parametric analysis of bounds (PLP BOUNDS) 
Remarks: 
- if field f2 in a given record is empty, this means that it is the same as in the previous 
record. Field f2 must not be empty in the first data record, 
- the records with identifiers UPPER and LOWER may appear in any order, 
- LOWER is used for increments of the lower bounds and UPPER for increments of 
the upper bounds. 
f6 
Value 
Value 
The following general rules apply to all data sets: 
- One of the fields f3, f5, (f4, f6) may be empty. 
- If 'SET' appears, it must follow immediately after NAME. If 'SET' does not occur, 
the default for all variables whose values are not specified is zero. This has the same 
effect as: 
'SET' 0. 
f3 
PLPB 
f2 
1. 
- Comments may be entered in arbitrary positions in the data set. They are identified 
by an asterisk * in the first column. 
- The values should be written as real numbers in a format accepted by FORTRAN. 
f l  
NAME 
2.3. Specification of zeros in the MPS file. 
In two kinds of parametric analysis, PLP COST and PLP RHS the user has to 
specify explicitly some of the zero values of the objective row elements (vector ao) and/or 
the rhs column elements (vector b-), exactly in the same way as the nonzero values 
specified in the data (MPS file). This refers to those elements of the vector a. and/or l for 
which the corresponding elements of Aao and/or ~ 6 " ,  respectively, are different from zero. 
f4 
Example a. = (1.,0.,0.,3.,5.) , Aao = (-1.,0.,0.1,1.,0.) 
In this case the element a! has to be explicitly specified in MPS 
f5 
Value 
Value 
Value 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
x3 obj 0. 
Row/col.name 
Row/col. name 
'SET' 
ENDATA 
Comments 
where z3 is the name of the third column (structural variable) and o b j  is 
the name of the objective row. 
LOWER 
UPPER 
3. OUTPUT 
The title of the output of PLP is: 
Row/col.name 
Row/col. name 
P L P VERSION 1.0 JUNE 1986 
In the case of dependent work of PLP the subtitle is printed: 
DEPENDENT WORK OF PLP 
Otherwise, this subtitle is omitted. 
The output may be sent either to the printer file or to  the file defined by the key- 
word PLP SOLUTION FILE. Only the output produced by the procedure SOLN of 
MINOS can be stored in the latter one. 
Since the SOLN output is described in MINOS manuals we will confine ourselves to  
the output of PLP sent to  the printer file, and so we will also skip the messages given by 
MINOS. 
Each kind of parametric analysis procedures produces a printout containing the fol- 
lowing information. 
Title: 
PLP COST - for parametric analysis of cost 
PLP RHS - for parametric analysis of rhs 
PLP BOUND - for parametric analysis of bounds 
Search direction (optionally): 
For PLP COST it has the following format. For each structural variable 
q, i = 1,. . .,n the following information is given: 
NUMBER - Number of structural variable 
COLUMN - Name of structural variable 
DIRECTION - Increment component Aak 
OBJ GRADIENT- Cost component a; 
slack 
In the case of 
variable 4, i 
+obj): 
PLP RHS the following information is given for each row (or each 
= n+2,. . .,n+m+2) except for the objective row (or slack variable 
NUMBER - Number of slack variable 
ROW - Name of row 
DIRECTION - Component A&. of increment vector 
RHS - Right-hand-side component b;. 
I - Row number 
For PLP BOUND this printout is divided into two sections: 
SECTION 1 - ROWS contains the following information for each slack variable 
q, i = n+2,.. .,n+m+2 (or for each row), except for the slack variable z',+l+obj which 
corresponds to  the objective row: 
NUMBER - Number of slack variable 
ROW - Name of row 
LL DIRECTION- Component A( of the lower bound inc. vector A f  
LOWER LIMIT- Lower bound 4 
UL DIRECTION- Component Atii of the upper bound inc. vector Ati 
UPPER LIMIT- Upper bound tii 
I - Row number 
SECTION 2 - COLUMNS contains information analogous to that described above for 
each structural variable 5,) i = 1,. . .,n with the following differences: 
NUMBER - Number of structural variable 
COLUMN - Name of structural variable 
M+J - m+l+i  
PLP iteration log printing: 
Printing frequency is given in the keyword PLP FREQUENCY. It takes one of the 
following forms: 
If only one variable in the optimal basis has been exchanged and none of the non- 
basics has changed its state, the following message is printed: 
PITN - Number of iteration of current parametric analysis 
OBJ - Objective value 
TMAX - Current boundary value of parameter t 
VARIABLE "name" (number of the variable) FROM "bound" REPLACES BASIC VARI- 
ABLE "name" (number of the variable) WHICH PASSES TO "bound" 
(LL is substituted for "lower bound" and UL for "upper bound") 
In other cases the first three items are the same as above and the last row is replaced 
by the appropriate number of the following sentences: 
VARIABLEaname" (number of the variable) FROM "bound" ENTERS THE BASIS 
BASIC VARIABLEaname" (number of the variable) PASSES TO "bound" 
VARIABLEaname" (number of the variable) FROM "bound" PASSES TO "bound" 
If a variable which does not belong to I= has changed its state, this row is preceded 
by the following message: 
WITHIN THE GIVEN TOLERANCE ONLY THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS 
AVAILABLE 
Special messages 
1. If in the final iteration the situation arises in which the optimal basis is constant for 
every t > t, the following message appears in the printer file: 
PITN - Number of iteration of current parametric analysis - FOR THE VALUE OF 
THE PARAMETER = Value of ti INFINITE RANGE (TMAX.GE.l.El5) 
where TMAX = ti+l-ti. In this case the last optimal solution is stored in the 
printer file or in the file defined by the keyword PLP SOLUTION FILE. 
2. If the optimal solution vanishes, one of the following MINOS messages is printed: 
- in the case of PLP COST: 
EXIT - PROBLEM IS UNBOUNDED 
this is followed by: 
PITN - Number of iteration of current parametric analysis 
TMAX= Boundary value of the parameter t 
- for PLP RHS and PLP BOUND: 
EXIT - PROBLEM IS INFEASIBLE 
NO. AND SUM OF INFEASIBILITIES "number" and "value" 
This is followed by: 
PITN = Number of iteration of current kind of analysis 
TMAX = Boundary value of parameter 
In both cases the SOLN output corresponding to the value ti+, of parameter t is 
printed or stored in the file defined by the user in the keyword PLP SOLUTION 
FILE. 
3. If MINOS cannot find the next optimal solution because of tolerances defined in 
MINOS, the following printout is displayed: 
WITHIN THE GIVEN TOLERANCE NO NEW BASIS IS FOUND 
This is a failure of the package. In order to continue the analysis, the user should 
decrease the appropriate tolerance (tolerances) in MINOS or to increase the factor 
DELTA in keyword PLP INCREMENT. 
4. If the keyword PLP BOUND ANALYSIS n is less than zero an additional output is 
printed. It gives the values: tf - ti = t,, ,ti+l - ti = tmab and the correspond- 
ing boundary values of bounds: 
PITN = Number of iteration of current kind of analysis 
TMAX = boundary value of parameter 
This is followed by the information on t,. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We shall now illustrate the performance of PLP using a simple example. The linear 
programming problem is as follows : 
Maximize 
F ( 2 )  = 0.12, + 2 2  
subject to: 
2 ,  + 23 = 3. 
0.7065 ( 2 ,  + 2,) + 2,  = 3.826 
Two runs of PLP are presented. The first shows the independent work of PLP. It contains 
all three kinds of parametric analysis: PLP COST, PLP RHS, PLP BOUND. In the 
second, we have the results of dependent work of PLP. The task for PLP was to  perform 
one iteration of PLP RHS, then all iterations of PLP COST and then all iterations of 
PLP BOUND. 
Below we give the MPS file common for both runs and then we give the MINOS and 
PLP specifications used to solve each of these problems. 
Then we give the standard MINOS printout, followed by two outputs of PLP. 
bagin Second P L P Tmt 
Pudndza 
plp rho d y s i r  
plp cost analyaia 
plp b o d  analysia -10 
plp incrmmnt 1.6 
PIP fr.qu-Y 1 
data p lp  f i l e  
pr in t  data  p lp  f i l e  
ad 
p r o b l a  nm t r t  objectiva valua 3.20l64ZZlH90 
o b j u t i n  ob 
rha r h  
ruy. 
b m d r  bo 
n c t i m  1 - ra 
nmbar . . .mv. . a t  . . . a c t iv i ty .  . . aladr  ac t iv i ty  . . lwer l imi t .  . .uppar l imi t .  .dual a c t i v i t y  . .i 
9 ob te 3.U164 -3.20164 nma nma 1.00000 1 
a 10 rl Sq 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 ,00000 2 
11 rl  Sq 3 . 8 m  ,00000 3.82lW 3.81800 -. 14154 3 
11 r3 Sq 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 -.#KXM 4 
a 13 r4  .9 1.00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 ,00000 6 
a 14 r6 .9 -1.00000 ,00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 .00000 6 
n c t i m  2 - wlunru 
nmbar .calm. a t  . . . a c t iv i ty .  . . .obj gradient.  . . l w e r  l imi t .  . .uppar l imi t .  r e d u d  gn&~t  m j  
P L P  - - -  varsion 1.0 juna 1988, 
- - - - 
data plp f i l e  
,00000 
nma 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
-1.00000 
1 nmm PIP= 
2 ' a h '  .ooCOOW90 
3 xl 1.00000dW .m90 
4 dl -1.00000dW .ooax#90 
6 
6 Nota: 
7 Dmchration of d w q  cos t i i c imt .  (4 i n  WS f i l a )  af th. o b j u t i n  
8 i. not n u m . a r y  becauaa tha  cham direct ion i n  drdined in th. d-x2 
9 rukpnca of coat d o n .  
10 
plp c a t  
n m h r  . colmm . . . . d i r s c t i m  . . . obj p d i m t .  mrj 
pitn= 1 obj= O.ZV848MIdr01 b n ~  0.46000d+00 w i ~ b l o  Ys ( 6) tram 11 
rophu h i c  v v i a b l o  r3 ( 3) rfiicb paarm t o  11 
~ o b l m n  m tat  object iv l  d u o  1.91-+00 
mtatur opt- roln i t a r a t ion  1 r u p a r h i a  0 
o b j ~ t i v r  ob 
rhr  rh 
==%- 
bound8 bo 
n* . . . rw. . a t  . . .ac t iv i ty .  . . s lack ac t iv i ty  . . lwor l i d t .  . .uppar l imi t .  .dual a c t i v i t y  . .i 
0 ob tm 2.97849 -1. 81U9 nmo nmo 1.00000 1 
10 rl -l 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 0.00000 1 
11 n -l 3 . a m  . m  3 . a ~ ~  3 . ~ 3 a ~ ~ )  -.na48 3 
13 r3 -l 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 0.00000 4 
a 13 r4 -l 1.00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 ,00000 6 
a 14 r6 -l -1.00000 ,00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 ,00000 6 
nrmb.r .colmm. a t  . . . a c t iv i ty . .  . .obj p a d i o n t .  . .lwar l imi t .  . .uppar l imi t .  r d u c d  p d n t  m+j 
,00000 
nmo 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
-1.00000 
pitn= 1 obj= O.SQ99CSMr01 t m ~  0.10000dr01 w W l o  A ( 4) frao 11 
rophu h i c  v v i a b l o  A ( 6) rfiich ~m to u l  
p2blmn nm twt  object iv l  d u o  3.-+0 
mtatur opt- roln i t a r a t ion  1 rymrbesia 0 
nmba ...Iw.. at . . .  activity . . .  m M  activity ..lower l i m i t .  ..upp.r U t .  . d u d  activity . . i  
0 ob ta 3.30000 -3.30000 nme nme 1.00000 1 
10 rl q 3.00000 .~XXKJ 3.00000 3.00000 - l . m  1 
11 n q 3.8~00 .m 3 . 8 ~ ~ 0  3 . m  -.ooo01 3 
a ll r3 .9 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 ,00000 4 
l 3  r4 .9 1.00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 6 
a 14 I6 .9 -1.00000 ,00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 ,00000 6 
pitn= 3 for the vnlue of the paranstar= 1.00000 infinitr range (tamx.ge.l.el6) 
&ta plp f i l e  
12 narrm P ~ F  
13 'met' .CCKmC&i+m 
14 r3 l.D0000d+m . 00000d+W 
16 * 
16 * Note that a l l  ccmpanenta of rhs vector are defined in f i l e .  
17 * 
18 andata 
pitn= 1 obj= 0.36154ZZ+01 -- 0.41WM*00 variable 6 ( 6) f r m  11 
mphus baric w i a b l e  x6 ( 6) which p ~ m  to 11 
proble MOO teat objective value 3.6164251U+m 
8tatur opt* roln i taa t ion  1 ruparbuics 0 
nmba . . .xu. . at . . .activity. . . r M  activity . . lwtu l lmit  . . .upp.r limit. . d d  activity . . i  
0 ob ta 3.61643 -3.616i3 nm* nme 1.00000 1 
a 10 rl .9 3.00000 ,00030 3.00000 3.00000 ,00000 1 
d i m  1 - collmnr 
n m h r  .colum.  a t  . . .ac t iv i ty .  . . . obj gradient.  . . lwar l imit .  . .app.r l imi t .  reduced p d n t  mj 
mt - problol i r  infawiblm. 
no. md r m  a3 i n f a a i b i l i t i e a  1 1.673136Xd~ 
dat. plp f i lm  
10 nsms P l ~ b  
20 ' m e t '  .00000Mc00 
11 u p p r  6 -1 .@3XOic00 
n mdaia 
d i m  1 - ras 
n m h r  ...rar.. . l l  d i rect ion.  .lm l i m i t . .  . u l  d i r e c t i m .  . a p r  l i m i t . .  . . i  
d i m  1 - collmnr 
nmdmr .colmm. .I1 direct ion.  . lmwr l imi t .  . . a 1  d i r a c t i m .  .upp.r l imi t .  . m+ j 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 nonm 7 
,00000 nonm -1.00000 6.00000 8 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 Q 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 9.00000 10 
.00000 .00000 .00000 9.00000 11 
,00000 ,00000 .00000 9.00000 12 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 13 
a .  no c h a ~ ~ , ~  i n  thm optimal rolution 
f i n i t e  rangs (m 0.10000d+Ol) 
b. no c h g a  i n  thm optimal h i m  
f i n i t e  rang. (W 0.10000d91) 
n m t m  . . .rw. . . l l  direction. . Il boundary I . l l  boundary b .n l  direction. .nl boundary I . n l  boundary b 
d i m  9 - c o l m  
n m t m  .calm. .I1 direction. . Il boundary I . I 1  bolmdry b . n l  direction. .nl boundary I . n l  boundary b 
.00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 none nme  
,00000 none nme -1.00000 3 ,00000 3.00000 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 9.00000 9.00000 
. m  .00000 ,00000 ,00000 9.00000 9.00000 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 9.00000 9.00000 
,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 9.00000 9.00000 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 9.00000 9.00000 
pitn= 1 obj= O.X241627&3+01 - O.mXOd*01 w i a b l e  x6 ( 6) ircm 11 
replau baaic variable d ( 9) which parem t o  u l  
etatue o p t h d  eoln i tera t ion 1 eupsrbaeica 0 
o b j e c t i n  ob 
rho r h  
'MB- 
bounde bo 
d i m  1 - mus 
n m t m  . . .rw. . a t  . . . ac t iv i ty .  . . alack ac t iv i ty  . .low= l imit .  . .uppar l imit .  .dual ac t iv i ty  . . i 
9 ob in 3.34163 -3.34163 nme nme 1.00000 1 
I 10 r1 .9 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 ,00000 9 
ii n .9 3.81600 .m 3 . 8 9 0 0  3 . m  -.14= 3 
I l3 r3 .9 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 ,00000 4 
I I3 r4 .9 1.00000 .00000 1.00000 1 ,00000 ,00000 6 
I 14 r6 .9 -1.00000 ,00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 ,00000 6 
d i m  9 - c o l m  
n m t m  .calm. a t  . . .ac t ivi ty .  . . .obj pad ien t .  . .low= l imit .  . .uppar l imit .  r d u d  gradnt w j  
I .  no ckqa i n  the  o p t h d  eolution 
f in i t a rmgo( -=  .00000d+W) 
b. no ckqa i n  the  optimal h i e  
f i n i t .  range (* 0.68467d+W) 
d i m  1 - mn 
,00000 
nme 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
-1.00000 
nme 
3.00000 
9.00000 
9.00000 
9.00000 
9.00000 
9.00000 
-1.00000 
nrmbar . . .rw. . .I1 direction. . Il boundary I . 11 boundary b .u l  direction. .nl boundary I . u l  boundary b 
n m b u  .colwn.  .I1 direct ion.  . Il boundary a .I1 boundary b . u l  direction. .dl boundary a . u l  boundary b 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 none nme  
,00000 none nme -1.00000 3.00000 2.41643 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 2.00000 2.00000 
.00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 2.00000 2.00000 
,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 2.00000 2.00000 
. m  . m  .m .oa~oo 2 . m  2.00000 
,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 2.00000 2.00000 
pitn= 2 obj= 0.n164131dr01 t ~ m ~  0.2680Bdr01 wiabl. xd ( 4) frcm 11 
roplacw h i c  var iable  fl ( 7) which *am t o  u1 
problm nmm t e a t  objective value 1.71641314E7d+@l 
r ta tun optinml aoln i t e r a t ion  2 a u p n b u i a  0 
objective ob 
rha r h  
'Mg- 
bounda bo 
d i m  1 - rw 
n m b u  . . .rw.. a t  . . . a c t iv i ty .  . . slack ac t iv i ty  . .lowar l imi t .  . .uppar U t .  .dual a c t i v i t y  . . i  
0 ob bs 1.71641 -2.71611 nme  nme  1.00000 1 
a 10 rl -4 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 ,00000 2 
a 11 n -4 3.82330 ,00000 3.81800 3.82330 ,00000 3 
a l2 r3 -I 3.00000 .00000 3.00000 3.00000 ,00000 4 
a 13 r4 -I 1.00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 ,00000 6 
14 rfi -I -1.00000 ,00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 .I0000 6 
d i m  1 - colurma 
nrmkr .colwn.  a t  . . .ac t iv i ty .  . . . obj gradient. . . l w a  l imi t .  . .uppar U t .  r d u d  gadnt m j  
I. no change i n  t he  optinml ~ o l u t i o n  
f i n i t .  range (-= .00000d+M)) 
b. no change i n  t he  optimdl h i 8  
f i n i t .  mnp (- 0.8308Bd+M)) 
,00000 
nme  
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
.1.00000 
nme  
2.41643 
2.00000 
2.00000 
2.00000 
2.00000 
2.00000 
-1.00000 
n m b u  . . .raw. . .I1 direct ion.  . Il boundary a .I1 boundary b . n l  direction. . dl boundary I . u l  boundary b 
nmbr  .colunn. .I1 direction. . U boundary a . I1  boundary b .nl  dir r t ion .  .dl boundary a . a1 boundary b 
.ooaX, .ooOa, .00000 .ooOa, none nme 
.ooaX, none nme -i.oOOa, 1.4l.643 1.68461 
. m  ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 2.00000 
. m  ,00000 ,00000 .m 2.00000 1.00000 
. m  .00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 
.oO .00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 
.oO .00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 
pitn= 3 obj= 0.18816606d+Ol  tam^ 0.34164d+01 variabla fl ( 7) from a1 
9l.a b u i c  w i a b l s  ldl ( 6) which passen to a1 
mtatur optinal roln iteration 3 rup r rh i c r  0 
nlmrber . . .m. . at . . .activity. . . rladr activity . .lover limit. . .upper M t .  . d d  u t i v i t y  . . i  
0 ob Lm 1 ,88165 -1.8BISS nme nme 1.00000 1 
a 10 r1 -I 3.00000 ,00000 3.ooax) 3.00000 ,00000 1 
a ii n -I 3 . 8 ~ 0 0  .amlo 3 . 8 l t ~ ~  3.m300 . m  3 
a 13 r3 -I 3.00000 ,00000 3.ooax) 3.00000 ,00000 4 
U r4 -I 1.00000 .00000 1.ooax) 1.00000 ,14164 6 
a 14 r6 -I -1.00000 ,00000 -1.ooax) -1 .00000 ,00000 6 
n* .colurm. at . . .activity.. . . obj p d i a n t .  . .larer limit. . .upper M t .  r d n d  padnt mj 
m i n o r  --- venion 4.0 nar 1981 
- - - - -  
- -  - - 
.m 
nme 
. m  
.00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
- l . m  
~pu f i l e  
b q i n  k n d  P L P Tent 
&ze 
PIP 
plp rho andlylis 1 
plp coot analymis 
plp bound analyllin -3 
plp incrcmant 1000. 
PIP fr.qumcy 1 
data plp f i l e  -9 
print data plp f i l e  
.nd 
P L P  - - -  w s i o n  1.0 june lP88, 
- - - - 
IEPOlWT UlRK af P L P  
------ --- - - - 
data plp f i l e  
- - - - - - - -- -- - 
la m plpr 
13 ' r & '  .mmOMr00 
14 r3 1.00000dr00 .0000M+00 
16 
16 Note that all cmpnmta af rim v u t a r  are d a i i n d  in WS f i l e .  
17 
18 mdata 
n d m r  . . .row. . . . .direction.. . . . . . . . . .rim. . . .i 
pitn= 1 obj= 0 . ~ 1 6 . 1 2 8 Y ~ l  0.41543dr00 w i a b l e  6 ( 6) fran 11 
nphus baric variable x6 ( 6) w h i c h  passes t o  11 
problm m t e s t  obj ectivs value 3.6164281834dr00 
status optimal soln i terat ion 1 n u p e r h i a  0 
nlrmkr . . .row. . a t  . . . u t i v i t y .  . . a h &  u t i v i t y  . . l w m  lhit. . .uppa U t .  .dual u t i v i t y  . .i 
P ob b. 3.61643 -3.61643 nme nme 1.00000 1 
a 10 r1 rq 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 ,00000 1 
ii n rq 3 . 8 ~ ~  . m  3 . m  3 . m  -.nag 3 
a l 2  r3 rq 3.4p51 ,00000 3.42261 3.42261 ,00000 4 
13 r4 rq 1.00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 -.- 6 
a 14 r6 rq -1.00000 ,00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 .00000 6 
h i m  2 - c o l w u  
n d m r  .colurm. a t  . . .act ivi ty . .  . .obj g a d i m t .  . .lower U t .  . .uppa U t .  r d u c d  p d n t  m+j 
1 ld b. 2.00000 .loo00 ,00000 none ,00000 7 
2 fl b. 3.41643 1.00000 none 6.00000 ,00000 8 
dab plp f i l e  
- - - - -- - - - -- - 
1 nmm PIP= 
2 'net '  .000000d90 
3 xl 1.00000690 .00000d90 
4 xa -1.00000690 .00000d90 
6 
6 Nota: 
7 k L a r a t i o n  cb d m  c w f f i d m t .  (=O in  WS film) cb tha objutivm 
8 ia not rucaowry tecaun tha h direction in d d i n d  i n  tha xl10 
9 mbpaca of cost &om. 
10 
11 mdab 
plp cmt  
pitn= 1 obj= 0.297tN8666*01 b m ~  0.45000d90 variable xJ3 ( 6) i r a o  11 
replawn b i c  variable x3 ( 3) which p e a o  t o  11 
prob1.n nma tent objactiva valua 2.9784866831190 
rtatun optinal noln iteration 1 n u p e r h i c r  0 
d i m  1 - rcw 
n m h r  . . .mr. . 8t . . .act ivi ty.  . . nladt act ivi ty . . larar limit. . .uppar limlt . .dual act ivi ty . . i  
9 ob b. 1.97849 -1. 97849 nme nma 1 . m  1 
10 r1 rl 3.00000 .m 3.00000 3.00000 -.00680 1 
ii n rl 3 . 8 ~ ~  .m 3.8900 3 . ~ ~ 7 0 0  - . n u 9  3 
a r.2 r 3  q 3.42261 .m 3.4361 3 .4361  .m 4 
8 13 r 4  rl 1 . m  .m 1 . m  1 . m  .m 6 
8 14 r6 q - 1 . m  .m - 1 . m  - 1 . m  .m a 
d i m  2 - calm 
n m h r  .calm. a t  . . .act ivi ty. .  . .obj p a d i m t .  . . larar  limlt. . .uppar Mt. r d u d  grrdnt w j  
pita= 2 obj= 0.33030001d91 0.1UXCd91 w i a b l a  x4 ( 4) f m 1 1  
rqhcw b u i c  vuiabla x% ( 6) which plwaa to ul 
&tar optinrl roln iteration 2 aupmbmia 0 
d i m  1 - row 
n m b a  . . .rw.. at  . . .activity.. . rladr activity . . l w u  lindt. . . n p r  W t .  .dud  act ivi ty . . i  
0 ob b 3.30000 -3.33000 nana nma 1.00000 1 
10 rl .9 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 -1.09717 2 
11 n .9 3.- .00000 3.81800 3.81800 -.00100 3 
a ll r3  .9 3.42261 ,00000 3.4361 3.4361 ,00000 4 
13 r4 .9 1.00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 ,00100 6 
a 14 rS 'P -1.00000 ,00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 .00000 6 
n m b a  .colwm. a t  . . .activity. . . .obj gradient. . .lowu l indt .  . .uppa l indt .  reducad gradnt rmj 
,00000 
nana 
,00000 
,00000 
.00000 
.00000 
,00000 
-1.00000 
nana 
6.00000 
2.00000 
2.00000 
2.00000 
2.00000 
2.00000 
-1.00000 
pitn= 3 fa r  tha value of the paramster= 1.00000 infini te  rang. (+amx.ga.l.alS) 
data plp f i l e  
d i m  1 - row 
n m b a  . . .rw. . . l l  d i ru t ion .  . lowsr limit. . .a1 d i m t i m .  . n p r  limit..  . . i 
nlrmb.r .calm. .I1 d i r e c t i o n .  .lm l i m i t .  . . u l  d i r e c t i m .  .a- l i m i t . .  nt+j 
,00000 .00000 ,00000 Ilona 7 
.00000 none -i.oOaX, 6.00000 8 
,00000 ,00000 .00000 2.00000 0 
,00000 .m ,00000 1.00000 10 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 11 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 11 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 13 
a .  no chmp i n  t h e  optimal nolution 
f inita rang. ( b m a =  0.34164d+01) 
b. no chmp i n  t h e  optimal b i n  
f i n i t a  rmg. (h~&= 0.3U164d+01) 
nlrmb.r . . .mu. . .I1 d i r e c t i o n .  . ll boundary a .I1 boundary b . n l  d i rec t ion .  . nl boundary a . u l  boundary b 
n d u r  .coluun. . I 1  d i r e c t i o n .  .ll boundary a . l l  boundary b . u l  d i rec t ion .  .ul boundary a . u l  boundary b 
,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 none n m e  
,00000 none n m e  -1.00000 1.68467 1.6&157 
,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 1.00000 9.00000 
,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 9.00000 9.00000 
.00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 9.00000 2.00000 
,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 1.00000 2.00000 
,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 2.00000 2.00000 
pi tn= 1 obj= 0.33MXXX)ld+Ol tnax- 0.3416id+Oi v a r i a b l e  r3 ( 3) f m m 1 1  
h i c  v a r i a b l e  ( 1) which passea t o  u l  
prob1.m mm t e n t  o b j e c t i w  va lue  3.3000001013d+00 
mtatum optimal noln i t e r a t i o n  1 n u p u b i c d  0 
nlrmb.r . . .rw. . a t  . . . a c t i v i t y .  . . slack a c t i v i t y  . . lowm l i m i t .  . .a- l i m i t .  .dud a c t i v i t y  . . i  
0 ob lm 3.XXKK) -3.50000 n m e  n m e  1.00000 1 
a 10 r1 .9 3.00000 ,00000 3.00000 3.00000 ,00000 1 
a 11 n .9 3.81800 ,00000 3.8900 3.81800 .Cam 3 
a I2 r3 .9 3.42261 ,00000 3.42261 3.4p61 .00000 4 
l3 r4 .9 1.00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.6MIPI 6 
a 14 d .9 -1.00000 ,00000 -1.00000 -1.00000 ,00000 6 
n e  .colrmn. a t  . . . u t i v i t y .  . . .obj m i a n t .  . . l w a  U t .  . .upp.r U t .  r & d  gradnt mrj 
a .  no chnp in  tho o p t m  roltrtion 
f i n i t o  rango (tamoa= .00000d+00) 
b. no chnp i n  tho o p t m  h i m  
finit. rango (tamxb= O.lrnd+OO) 
nmo 
1.684SI 
1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 
-1.00000 
n t d m  . . . mr. . .ll direct ion.  . ll boundary a .ll boundary b . n l  direction. . d boundary a . u l  boundary b 
n t d m  . colrmn . . I 1  d i rect ion . . ll boundary a . I 1  boundary b . u l  d i rect ion.  . u l  boundary a . u l  boundary b 
1 a ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 none n m e  
1 1 0  ,00000 nono nme  -1.00000 1.58067 1.41261 
3 6 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 
4 x4 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 
6 5 ,00000 ,00000 ,00030 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 
6 S ,00000 ,00000 .Moo0 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 
7 3n ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 1.00000 1.00000 
ait -- problm i r  i n i ~ i b l e .  
no. and r m  af i n faas ib i l i t i o r  1 9.99QDSNM43 
